Take advantage of the Bonus Depreciation offered by the IRS on “first use” purchases!*

Red-D-Arc D550K HO Diesel Welder 500488021
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Flux-Cored (FCAW), Air Carbon Arc Cutting and Gouging, Submerged Arc (SAW)
- 600 Amps at 44 V, 40% Duty Cycle
- DC CC CV
from $11,000 USD

Red-D-Arc DX450 Diesel Welder K2712.1
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Multiprocess, Air Carbon Arc Cutting, Flux-Cored (FCAW)
- CC CV
from $8,500 USD

Red-D-Arc D300K 3-3 CC Diesel Welder K1687-1
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), Flux-Cored (FCAW) Air Carbon Arc Cutting, Plasma Arc Cutting
- 300 Amps at 60% Duty Cycle
- DC CC
from $7,500 USD

Red-D-Arc FX450 Multi-Process Welder K3073-1
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Multiprocess, Air Carbon Arc Cutting, Flux-Cored (FCAW)
- DC CC CV
from $2,800 USD

*All purchases may not qualify for Depreciation, confer with your tax advisor for specific details to your business.
Red-D-Arc EX360MAP Multi-Process Welder 907366022
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Flux-Cored (FCAW), Air Carbon Arc Cutting and Gouging, Pulsed MIG, Pulsed TIG
- 350 Amps at 60% Duty-Cycle Output
- DC CC CV

from $3,250 USD

Red-D-Arc EX360 Multi-Process Welder 907161021
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Flux-Cored (FCAW)
- 350 Amps at 60% Duty-Cycle Output
- DC CC CV

from $2,950 USD

Red-D-Arc FX650 Multi-Process Welder K4051-1
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Submerged Arc (SAW), Air Carbon Arc Cutting, Flux-Cored (FCAW)
- 500 A at 40 VDC, 60% duty cycle
- DC CC CV

from $3,600 USD

Lincoln Precision TIG 275 AC/DC K2619-1
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW)
- 275 Amps at 40% Duty Cycle
- AC DC CC

from $2,800 USD

1-866-733-3272
Lincoln PowerWave S350 Advance Process Welder K2823-3
- Processes: Stick (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW), Flux-Cored (FCAW) Air Carbon Arc Cutting and Gouging, Pulsed MIG, Pulsed TIG
- 350 Amps at 31.5 V, 40% Duty Cycle
- DC CC CV
from $2,200 USD

Lincoln Power Wave S500 Advanced Process Welder K2904-1
- PowerConnect® Technology (Patent-Pending) - automatically adjusts to input power
- CheckPoint® - cloud based system to view or analyze welding data
from $3,600 USD

Lincoln Power Wave STT module K2902-1
- The Power Wave® STT Module provides access to advanced welding processes such as STT®, Rapid X® and Low Fume Pulse®
- Outstanding burnthrough control
- Ultimarc™ - In synergic STT® modes, dynamically and simultaneously control all heat input parameters together
from $800 USD

NEW 6 Month Used Equipment Extended Warranty
Optional 6 month extended warranty available for additional cost
Extends our 30-day warranty, for a total of 7 months
The Plus 6 extended warranty is only offered for used welding equipment. Some exceptions may apply.
1-866-733-3272
Miller XR-Alumafed Wirefeed Suitcase 300509
- MIG & Synergic Pulsed MIG Performance
- Trigger Schedule Select (SCHD) Quikcly Switch Between Two Welding Parameters
- Bright Digital Displays
from $1,700 USD

Miller Suitcase 12VS Wire Feeder 951184
- Digital meters with SunVision
- Can Change Wire in Vertical Position
from $1,600 USD

Lincoln LN25 PRO Wirefeeder Suitcase K2613-6
- Maxtrac® Wire Drive System
- Portable Industrial Feeder
- Dual Range Wire Feed Speed
from $1,600 USD

MK Products Cobramatic Air Cooled Wirefeed Cabinet 150-007-M
- Bright Front Panel LED Displays
- Allows for power From All Welding Power Supplies
- Smaller Compact Size
from $1,525 USD

Lincoln Power Feed 25M Wire Feeder K2536-5
- Push-pull Capable for Premium Aluminum Welding
- Internal Lighting & Heating
- Dual Procedure and Memory Buttons
from $1,500 USD

1-866-733-3272
**Miller XR-Aluma-Pro 25 ft Push Pull Air Cooled Gun**

- Lighter to Reduce Fatigue
- More Rugged for Industrial Environments

from $1,500 USD

**Red-D-Arc SE1602W Welding Fume Extractor**

- 225 CFM (382 m3/hr) (No Load) Without Nozzle or Hose
- 160 CFM (270 m3/hr) (Full Load) With Nozzle and 25' Hose
- 120 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 13 Amps

from $1,600 USD

**Preston Eastin 3000lb Positioner**

3000 lb Preston Eastin positioner

from $14,000 USD

**Sullair 375HH Portable Air Compressor**

- After-cooled and Filtered
- 375 CFM at 200 PSIG Capacity
- John Deere 140 HP tier 3 Diesel Engine

from $25,000 USD

**Koike AGW-2 Automatic Girth Welder**

Double sided automatic tank welding system

from $60,000 USD

---

NEW 6 Month Used Equipment Extended Warranty

Optional 6 month extended warranty available for additional cost

Extends our 30-day warranty, for a total of 7 months

The Plus 6 extended warranty is only offered for used welding equipment. Some exceptions may apply.

1-866-733-3272
Red-D-Arc Turning Rolls

- 10 ton set from $7,800 USD

Red-D-Arc Turning Rolls

- 10 ton set from $12,900 USD

Red-D-Arc Turning Rolls

- 30 ton set from $13,900 USD

Red-D-Arc Turning Rolls

- Bogie cart for 30 ton rolls (for use with rail) from $2,600 USD

Red-D-Arc Positioner

- 500# benchtop positioner from $4,975 USD

Red-D-Arc Positioner

- 550# positioner from $5,000 USD

1-866-733-3272
Red-D-Arc Pipe Stand
- AHPS4-63 pipe roller stand (38° - 63° height adjustable)
from $995 USD

Red-D-Arc Manipulator
- 6x6 light duty manipulator for open arc welding
from $5,000 USD

Red-D-Arc Manipulator
- 6x6 light duty cart mounted manipulator for open arc or sub-arc welding
from $5,000 USD

Red-D-Arc Manipulator
- 12x12 heavy duty manipulator
from $43,785 USD

Red-D-Arc Manipulator
- 16x16 heavy duty manipulator
from $46,500 USD

NEW 6 Month Used Equipment Extended Warranty
Optional 6 month extended warranty available for additional cost
Extends our 30-day warranty, for a total of 7 months
The Plus 6 extended warranty is only offered for used welding equipment. Some exceptions may apply.
1-866-733-3272
**Miller Proheat 35 Pkg1**
- 25 ft Output Ext
- 50' Liquid Cooled Cables
- Running Gear
- Cooler
- *recorder not included

from $18,000 USD

**Miller Proheat 35 Pkg2**
- 25 ft Output Ext
- 80' Liquid Cooled Cables
- Running Gear
- Cooler
- *recorder not included

from $19,000 USD

**Miller Proheat 35**
- Running gear
- Cooler
- No Cables

from $16,500 USD

**Axxair Orbital Tube System 25"-1.5" Fusion**
- SAXX-200 PowerSource
- SATF-40 Weld Head
- Various Collets Available (in sets)

from $5,000 USD
from $3,250 USD
from $50 USD

**Axxair Orbital Tube System 25"-2.5" Fusion**
- SAXX-200 PowerSource
- SATF-65 Weld Head
- Various Collets Available (in sets)

from $5,000 USD
from $3,750 USD
from $50 USD

1-866-733-3272
Axxair Orbital Tube System .50"-4.5" Fusion
SAXX-200 PowerSource
SATF-115 Weld Head
Various Collets Available (in sets)

from $5,000 USD

from $4,600 USD

from $50 USD

Axxair Orbital Tube Head .25"-1.5" Fusion Weld
• Requires Saxx-200 Pwr Source
Various Collets Available (in sets)

from $3,250 USD

from $50 USD

Axxair Orbital Tube Head .25"-2.5" Fusion Weld Only
• Requires Saxx-200 Pwr Source
Various Collets Available (in sets)

from $3,750 USD

from $50 USD

Axxair Orbital Tube Head .50"-4.5" Fusion Weld
• Requires Saxx-200 Pwr Source
Various Collets Available (in sets)

from $4,600 USD

from $50 USD
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